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Abstract 
 
In any attempt at designing an efficient algorithm for the minimum vertex cover 
problem, obtaining good upper and lower bounds for the vertex cover number could 
be crucial.  In this article we present a modified greedy algorithm of worst-case time 
complexity O(n3) to obtain bounds for the vertex cover number of an input graph of 
order n.  Using simple facts, the proposed algorithm computes a lower bound for the 
vertex cover number.  Then using this lower bound it outputs a minimal vertex cover 
and hence gives an upper bound.  The algorithm ensures the output vertex cover is 
always minimal, which feature is an improvement upon the existing greedy 
algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The minimum vertex cover problem (MVC) is to find a vertex cover of the smallest 
possible size in a given graph.  It is an NP-complete problem [7, 16] and is 
computationally equivalent to the Maximum Independent Set problem.  There are 
exact algorithms for the MVC [1, 9] but all these take exponential time and so are not 
suited to practical use in large graphs.  Some improvements in (exponential) run time 
have been achieved [5, 6] but an efficient exact algorithm for the MVC is lacking.  
Since the MVC is NP-hard [11], no polynomial time algorithm to solve the problem is 
expected to be found. 
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to attempt algorithms for a few good reasons.  The first 
is that the MVC has important applications in many domains [13, 14] - for instance, 
VLSI design, Bio-informatics and networking.  Its real-world applications include the 
de novo genome assembly, finding phylogenetic trees based on protein domain 
information, resolving conflicts in gene alignments, reconfiguring memory arrays, 
placing ATM's in a city and keyword-based text summarization process.   
The second reason is that new algorithms that improve some aspects of existing ones 
are always desirable since they may handle practical instances with increased 
efficiency and /or improved proximity to optimality.  Third, modified algorithms 
could show new directions.  Indeed, quite a few algorithms are modifications of 
earlier ones.  For instance, Greedy, Maximum Degree Greedy [18] and Greedy 
Independent Cover [2] are very popular algorithms for the MVC and are 
modifications of the greedy algorithm.  Edge Deletion, Depth First Search, List Left 
(LL), Sorted LL and Anti Sorted LL are other popular modified algorithms [2] for the 
MVC. 
Modified algorithms do not guarantee optimal solutions but in some instances return 
solutions that are `close enough' to optimal.  Some of them do return optimal solutions 
on some graph classes but fail to replicate the success elsewhere.  For instance, the 
Greedy Independent Cover always returns an optimal cover on any tree [2] but does 
not perform as well with other graph classes.  
Trading optimality for efficiency brought some more success for some graph classes 
[2, 19, 21].  Such success included algorithms with improved approximation ratios.  
So far the best known approximation ratio for the MVC is achieved by Karakostas' 
solution [15]. 
In general, exact algorithms return optimal solutions but cannot run in polynomial 
time on every graph while on the other hand there are modified algorithms that run in 
polynomial time but fall short of optimal solutions in overwhelmingly many cases.  
Still, the latter algorithms continue to attract researchers' attention because they can 
handle specific instances rather efficiently, especially in applications where optimal 
solutions are not a must and solutions `close enough to optimal' suffice [21].  
The MVC has also generated considerable research for algorithm-friendly criteria 
simpler than existing ones.  This has led to searches for closer bounds for the vertex 
cover number [9].  This article is one such attempt, and the central problem here is 
efficient computing of lower and upper bounds for the vertex cover number of a given 
graph.  The main motivations for the algorithm presented in this article lie in the 
Maximum Degree Greedy.  
The rest of this article is organized in sections 2 through 7.  Section 2 recalls some 
definitions and standard results of graph theory.  Section 3 is devoted to the 
theoretical facts on which the proposed algorithm (named Enter-Exit Greedy 
Algorithm) is built.  Section 4 outlines the algorithm and follows up by establishing 
relevant conclusions.  Section 5 is devoted to the time complexity of the algorithm.  In 
section 6 there are discussions on the algorithm, including how it compares with 
earlier algorithms.  This section also contains an illustration of the running of the 
algorithm on a graph.  Concluding remarks form section 7. 
 
2. Basic theory 
 
Most of the definitions and notation given in this section are from [3, 4, 10, 12, 20].  
Here they are meant for ready reference.   
 
2.1: Graph 
 
If V is a set, then 2V denotes the power set of V – that is, the set of all the subsets of V 
(including the empty set ϕ); and 2V* denotes the set of all nonempty subsets of V – 
that is, 2V* = 2V –{ϕ}.  The cardinality (or, size) of a finite set V is denoted by  │V│, 
and is the number of elements in V. \\ 
A simple undirected graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E) $ where V is a nonempty 
finite set and E ⊂2V* such that (i) │X│≤ 2 for each X ∈ E and (ii) ⋃X ∈ E X ⊂ V.  The 
sets V and E are, respectively, the vertex set and the edge set of the graph G.  Each 
element of V is a vertex of G and each member of E is an edge of $G$.  The integers 
│V│ and │E│ are, respectively, the order (= the number of vertices) and the number 
of edges of G.  A loop is an edge X with │X│ = 1.  G is loop-free if │X│ = 2 for 
each X ∈ E.  If G is loop-free and { x, y} is an edge of G then x and y are the end 
points (or, ends) of this edge.  
 
All the graphs in this article are undirected, simple and loop-free.  Let G = (V, E) be a 
graph.  The expressions x ∈ V and x ∈ G will both mean x is a vertex of G; similarly, 
{x, y} ∈ E and {x, y} ∈ G will both mean {x, y} is an edge of G.  In subsections 2.2 
through 2.5, G = (V, E) is assumed.  
 
2.2: Adjacency, degree and neighbourhood 
 
Two distinct vertices x and y are adjacent if {x, y} ∈ E; then x and y are neighbours 
in G.  The set N(x) = {y ∈ V : x and y are adjacent} is the neighbourhood (or, open 
neighbourhood) of the vertex x.  The degree of a vertex x in G is denoted by dx (or, 
dx(G)) and is defined as dx = │N(x)│.  If A is a nonempty subset of V and x ∈ V, 
then the degree of x restricted to A is denoted by dx(A) and is defined as dx(A) = 
│N(x) ∩ A│.  
 
2.3: Connectedness 
 
A path in G between two distinct vertices x and y is a sequence x, z1, . . ., zk, y of 
distinct vertices in G such that (i) x is adjacent to z1; (ii) y is adjacent to zk; (iii) if {z1, 
. . ., zk} ≠ ϕ then zi is adjacent to zi + 1 for i = 1 through k − 1 and (iv) if {z1, . . ., zk} = 
ϕ then x is adjacent to y.  Obviously, if x and y are adjacent, then the sequence x, y is 
a path between them, with {z1, . . ., zk} = ϕ for this path.  A vertex x is connected to a 
vertex y if there is a path between x and y.  G is a connected graph if x is connected to 
y whenever x and y are distinct vertices of G. 
 
2.4: Independent set and vertex cover 
 
If I ⊂ V then I is an independent set of G if no two vertices in I are adjacent.  If S ⊂ V 
then S covers an edge {x, y} if S ∩ {x, y} ≠ ϕ - that is, if S contains at least one end 
point of {x, y}.  S is a vertex cover (of G) if S covers every edge of G.  Additionally, 
if no proper subset of S is a vertex cover, then S is a minimal vertex cover.  S is a 
minimum vertex cover if (i) S is a vertex cover and (ii) │S│ ≠ │T│ whenever T is a 
vertex cover of G.  If S is a minimum vertex cover, then the positive integer │S│ is 
the vertex cover number (denoted by β(G)) of G.  The following are immediate: 
(i) S is a vertex cover if and only if V − S is independent; 
(ii) S is a minimal vertex cover if and only if V − S is a maximal independent set; and  
(iii) S is a minimum vertex cover if and only if V − S is a maximum independent set. 
 
2.5: Recalling two essential theorems 
 
Theorem 2.1 - First theorem of graph theory [12]: ∑ x ∈ G dx = 2│E│ in any graph 
G.  
 
Theorem 2.2 - Lower bounds for the vertex cover number [9]:  Let G be any 
graph.  
(i) If M is a maximal matching of G, then │M│≤ β(G); and  
(ii) if C1, . . ., Ck is any clique partition of G, then  
}: ∑ i = 1 to k (│Ci − 1│)  = n − k ≤ β(G). 
 
3. Further theory essential to the proposed algorithm 
 
Throughout this section, G = (V, E) unless explicitly changed. 
 
Proposition 3.1.  A is an independent set of G if and only if dx(A) = 0 for all x ∈ A.  
 
Proof.  Follows from the definitions of independent set and dx(A) seen in subsection 
2.2.   ■ 
 
Proposition 3.2.  If I is an independent set of G then ∑ x ∈ I dx ≤ │E│. 
 
Proof.  Let F = {X  ∈ E : X ∩ I ≠ ϕ} and W = ⋃X ∈ F X.  Clearly W − I is an 
independent set in the subgraph J = (W, F), and so J is a bipartite subgraph of G with 
the vertex set partition W = I ∪ (W – I).  Further, │F│ ≤ │E│.  Next, ∑ x ∈ I dx = 
│F│ in the bipartite graph J, and the conclusion follows.  ■  
 
Proposition 3.3.  If S is a vertex cover of G, then ∑ x ∈ S dx ≥ │E│. 
 
Proof.  V − S is independent in G.  By theorem 2.1, ∑ x ∈ S dx + ∑ x ∈ V – S dx = 
2│E│.   By proposition 3.2, ∑ x ∈ V – S dx ≤ │E│, whence ∑ x ∈ S dx ≥ │E│.  ■ 
 
Proposition 3.4. Let Δ = max {dy: y ∈ V} where dy denotes the degree (in G) of the 
vertex y.  Then for any vertex cover S of G, │S│ ≥  cf [│E│ / Δ] where for a real 
number m, cf [m] denotes the smallest integer k such that k ≥ m.  (The function cf [ 
m] is the ceiling function at m.)   
 
Proof.  Let S be a given vertex cover.  Write S = {y1, . . ., yp}.  Let q and θ be, 
respectively, the integer part and the fractional part of │E│ / Δ, so that │E│ / Δ = q + 
θ, with 0 ≤ θ < 1.  By proposition 3.3, ∑ i = 1 to p dyi ≥ │E│.  
 
If θ = 0 then │E│ = Δ q and cf [│E│ / Δ] = q.  Were p (=│S│) < cf[│E│ / Δ] (= q), 
then │E│ ≤ ∑ i = 1 to p dyi ≤ Δ p < Δ q = │E│.  Contradiction.  
If θ > 0 then │E│ = Δ q + θq.  Were p (=│S│) < cf [│E│ / Δ] (= q + 1), then │E│ ≤ 
∑ i = 1 to p dyi ≤ Δp ≤ Δq = │E│ − θ q < │E│.  Contradiction.  ■ 
 
Corollary to 3.4.  β(G) ≥ cf [│E│ / Δ]. 
 
Proposition 3.5.  Let A ⊂ V such that dx ≥ dy whenever x ∈ A and y ∈ V − A.  If  
∑ x ∈ A dx < │E│ and if B is a vertex cover of G then │B│ > │A│.      
 
Proof.  By proposition 3.3, ∑ x ∈ B dx ≥ │E│ and A is not a vertex cover.  Assume 
│B│ ≤  │A│.  Then neither A ⊂ B nor B ⊂ A.  If A ∩ B = ϕ then │E│ > ∑ x ∈ A dx  
≥ ∑ y ∈ B dy ≥│E│.  Contradiction.   
If A ∩ B ≠ ϕ then │B − A│ ≤ │A − B│ and so ∑ x ∈ B − A dx ≤ ∑ x ∈ A − B dx.  Then 
│E│ ≤ ∑ x ∈ B dx = ∑ x ∈ B − A dx +∑ x ∈ B ∩ A dx ≤ ∑ x ∈ A − B dx + ∑ x ∈ B ∩ A dx =  
∑ x ∈ A dx < │E│.  Contradiction.   ■ 
 
Proposition 3.6.  Suppose S is a vertex cover of G.  Then S is a minimal vertex cover 
if and only if for each x ∈ S there is an edge X of G such that S ∩ X = {x}. 
 
Proof.  (⟶)  Suppose S is a minimal vertex cover.  Assume there is y ∈ S for which 
the conclusion does not follow.  Then N(y) ⊂ S – {y}.  Let D = S – {y}.  Let {a, b} ∈ 
E be arbitrary.  Then a ∈ S or b ∈ S.  If neither a nor b is y, then {a, b} ∩ D ≠ ϕ.  If 
either a = y or b = y, then {a, b} = {y, z} for some z ∈ N(y), and in view of N(y) ⊂ D 
it is immediate that {a, b} ∩ D ≠ ϕ.  Thus D is a vertex cover.  Contradiction.  
(⟵ ) Assume each x ∈ S has the specified property.  Let y ∈ S be given.  Then, by 
the hypothesis, there is a vertex z ∈ V − S such that {y, z} ∈ E.  Then the set S – {y} 
does not cover the edge {y, z}.  Consequently S is a minimal vertex cover.   ■ 
  
Corollary to 3.6. Let S be a vertex cover of G.  Then S is a minimal vertex cover if 
and only if dx(V − S) > 0 for all x ∈ S.  
 
Proposition 3.7.  If G = (V, E) is bipartite with the vertex set partitioning V = A ∪ B 
then min {│A│, │B│} is an upper bound on the vertex cover number of G.   
 
Proof.   Both A and B are vertex covers of G.   ■ 
 
4. The proposed Enter-Exit Greedy Algorithm (EEGA) 
 
The crucial first step to fix a lower bound for the vertex cover number is proposition 
3.3.  Phase 1 of the EEGA is built on propositions 3.2 through 3.5.  Phase 2 fixes an 
upper bound, and is built on the idea of dx(A) (subsection 2.2), propositions 3.1, 3.6 
and 3.7.  
 
 OUTLINE OF THE EEGA 
 
Input: The vertex set V, the adjacency list and the adjacency matrix of a connected 
graph G.  
 
Phase 1: Lower bound for the vertex cover number of G 
 
Step 1.  (1a) n = │V│; go to (1b)   
   (1b) Compute the degree of each x ∈ V and order the vertices as:  
    x1, . . ., xn where dxi ≥ dxi + 1 for i = 1 through n - 1; go to step 2  
Step 2.  (2a) Set dxi = di for i = 1 through n and go to (2b)  
   (2b) Find the smallest positive integer L such that d1 +. . . + dL ≥ │E│; go to (2c)   
   (2c) Return L and go to step 3  
 
 
 
Phase 2: Upper bound for the vertex cover number of $G$} \\ 
 
Step 3:  S = {x1, . . ., xL} where x1 through xL are the first L vertices in the ordering of  
    V seen in (1b).  Go to step 4  
Step 4: If there is x ∈ V − S such that the updated dx(V − S) > 0  
    then choose the first such x (in the order seen in (1b))  and go to step 5,  
    else go to step 6  
Step 5:  Do updates: (i) V − S ⟵ V − S – {x} and (ii) S ⟵  S ∪ {x}  
    and return to step 4  
 Step 6: If there is y ∈ S such that the updated dy(V − S) = 0  
    then choose the last such y (in the order of (1b)) and go to step 7,  
    else go to step 8   
 Step 7:} Do updates: (i) S ⟵ S – {y} and (ii) V − S ⟵  (V – S) ∪ {y}  
    and return to step 6  
 Step 8:  (8a) If dx(S) = 0 for each x ∈ S   
     then U =  min{│S│, n − │S│}  
     else U = │S│; go to (8b)  
    (8b) If G is bipartite go to step 9, else go to step 10  
 Step 9: If V = A ∪ B is a partition of V  
    then U ⟵ min {U, │A│, │B│} and go to step 10  
 Step 10: Return U 
 Output: L ≤ β(G) ≤ U. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 In propositions 4.1 through 4.4, the input graph is G = (V, E) . \\ 
 
Proposition 4.1. The EEGA is feasible - that is, it terminates in finitely many 
computations.  
 
Proof.  Clearly d1 +. . . + dk ≥ │E│ for k = n − 1.  So there is a smallest positive 
integer L such that d1 +. . . + dL ≥ │E│.  Hence phase 1 terminates in finitely many 
computations.  
There are only finitely many x ∈ V − S with dx(V − S) > 0.  Transfering each such x  
to S from V − S (see step 5 in phase 2) is feasible.  Next, the exits from S to V − S 
(see step 7 in phase 2) are all feasible because there are only finitely many y ∈ S with 
dy(V − S) = 0 and no such y is transferred back to S.  Thus phase 2 of the EEGA also 
terminates in finitely many computations.   ■ 
 
Proposition 4.2.  The positive integer L returned in phase 1 of the EEGA is a lower 
bound for β(G). 
 
Proof.  Note that L is the smallest positive integer returned by (2c).  Suppose S is a 
vertex cover with │S│ = q.  Then d1 +. . . + dq ≥ │E│ by proposition 3.3, and so the 
integer L returned by (2c) cannot be larger than q.  Hence L ≤ │S│ for any vertex 
cover S.  ■ 
 
 
 
 
Proposition 4.3. The EEGA converges to a desired output.   
 
Proof. A desired output is a minimal vertex cover.  When the algorithm enters step 6, 
dx(V − S) = 0 for each x ∈ V − S.  By proposition 3.1, V − S is an independent set.  
So S is a vertex cover.  Next, when the algorithm enters step 8, dx(V − S) > 0 for 
each x ∈ S and the control does not return to any preceding step.  By corollary to 3.6, 
S is a minimal vertex cover.  Hence the EEGA converges to a minimal vertex cover. ■    
 
Proposition 4.4.  Phase 2 returns a positive integer that is no less than L.  
 
Proof. When phase 2 begins, │S│ = L where L is (the lower bound) returned by 
phase 1.  So, if B ⊂ V and │B│ < L then clearly ∑ x ∈ B  dx < │E│ and so B cannot 
be a vertex cover.  Steps 5 through 8 ensure that either S or V − S is a minimal vertex 
cover (by dint of proposition 3.6), and that this minimal vertex cover is of size U.  
Hence U ≥  L.    ■  
 
5. The worst-case time complexity of the EEGA 
 
The worst-case time complexiy of the EEGA is discussed using the asymptotic 
growth rate functions big-oh (O) [8, 17, 22].  By default, the term time complexity 
will mean the worst-case one, throughout this section.  The following property [17] is 
important to the discussion in this section.  This property will be referred to as k-sum 
property, and will be invoked in the last subsection of this section.  
k-sum property: Let k be a fixed positive integer (that is, k does not depend on any 
input size in the algorithm under discussion).  If fi (i = 1, . . ., k) and h are functions 
such that fi = O(h) for all i = 1, .. . ., k, then f1 + . . . + fk = O(h). 
 
In section 4, the algorithm is presented in pseudo-code style, in steps 1 through 10.  In 
this section we show the EEGA has a polynomial running time of O(n3) (where n is 
the order of the input graph).  The pseudo-code has been divided into nine parts for 
analysis, and each part is presented in a subsection.  From the pseudo-code of the 
EEGA, it is clear that these parts run in sequence.  The input graph G = (V, E) is 
represented by its vertex set and its adjacency list.  
 
Throughout this section, by the phrase “(*) is bounded by time O(nd),” we will mean 
that there are absolute constants c > 0 and d > 0 so that on every input graph of order 
n, the running time of the process in the place of (*) is bounded by cnd primitive 
computational steps ([17], chapter 2). The following are the primitive computational 
steps in the EEGA:  
(p-c 1) Assigning a value to a variable 
(p-c 2) Placing a new element at the end of a list of elements 
(p-c 3) Reading an element from a list 
(p-c 4) Any of the four fundamental operation on real numbers 
Further, the term “instance” in this section will mean an input graph.   
 
5.1: Part 1: Step 1 of the pseudocode - time complexity T1  
 
The computation of the degrees of the vertices of G can be done in O(n │E│) time.   
The time complexity for sorting the degrees in non-ascending order is O (n2).  In each 
instance, step 1 is run once.   Hence T1 = O(n2). 
 
5.2: Part 2: Step 2 - time complexity T2  
 
(2a) consists of n assignations, each of constant time (that is, O(1)).  In (2b), the 
process of computing L involves the cumulative sums d1 +. . . + dr (1 ≤ r ≤ n – 1).  
This clearly does not exceed n – 1 additions.  (2c) obviously takes only constant time.  
In each instance, step 2 is run once.  Hence T2 = O(n).        
 
5.3: Part 3: Step 3 - time complexity T3 
 
In step 3, the set S = {x1, . . ., xL} is obtained by beginning with the singleton {x1} 
and queueing the remaining L − 1 vertices one by one after x1.  Queueing each vertex 
behind its predecessors takes constant time [17]. In each instance, step 3 is run once.  
Hence T3 = O(n). 
 
5.4: Part 4: Step 4 - time complexity T4 
 
Finding the first x ∈ V − S such that dx(V – S) > 0 is bounded by │V − S│ readings 
from the adjacency list, and so is bounded by time O(n2).  In each instance, step 4 is 
run once every time the control retuns to the step from step 5.  But │V − S│| ≤ n − 1 
when step 5 begins, and each update V − S ⟵ V − S – {x} in this step only reduces 
│V − S│.  So step 5 returns the control to step 4 at most n − 2 times.  Hence in each 
instance, step 4 is run not more than n times.  Hence T4 = O(n3). 
 
5.5: Part 5: Step 5 - time complexity T5 
 
Each update V − S ⟵ V − S – {x} takes O(n) time, and there are at most n − 2 such 
updates.  Next, each update S ⟵ S ∪ {x} is done in constant time because it is a 
queueing operation, and there are at most n − 2 such updates.  Also, there are only 
finitely many such x ∈ V − S that would be deleted from V − S and would be added 
to S, which means the control goes to step 6 in finitely many computations and never 
returns to step 5.  So, in each instance, step 5 is run not more than n times.  Hence T5 
= O(n2). 
 
5.6: Part 6: Step 6 - time complexity T6 
 
Finding the last y ∈ S such that dy(V − S) = 0 requires reading at most │S│ values, 
and so is bounded by O(n2).  In each instance, step 6 is run once every time the 
control returns to the step from step 7.  But then │S│ ≤ n − 1 when step 7 begins, and 
each update S ⟵ S – {y} in this step only reduces │S│.  So step 7 returns the control 
to step 6 at most n − 2 times.  Hence in each instance, step 6 is run not more than n 
times, from which T6 = O(n3).   
 
5.7: Part 7: Step 7 - time complexity T7 
 
The operations in step 7 are similar to those in step 5.  Hence T7 = O(n2). 
 
 
 
5.8: Part 8: Steps 8 - time complexity T8 
 
Checking if dx(S) = 0 requires O(n) time for each x ∈ S.  Assignation of the right 
value to the variable U is done in constant time.  As for (8b), it is done using breadth-
first search, in O(n2) time.  Hence T8 =  O(n2).  
 
5.9: Part 9: Steps 9 and 10 - time complexity T9  
 
Obviously │A│ ≤ n − 1 and │B│ ≤ n − 1.  Step 9 determines │A│ and │B│, and 
this is bounded by O(n) time.  This is followed by determining the least of three 
positive integers and assigning it to the variable U, which is done in constant time.  
Hence T9 =  O(n).   
 
5.10: Time complexity T of the EEGA 
 
The EEGA has no additional parts other than the nine shown in the preceding nine 
parts (subsections 5.1 through 5.9).  Also, from the preceding subsections, it follows 
that Ti = O(n3) for each i = 1, . . ., 9 because if f(n) = O(nk) then f(n) = O(nr) for all r > 
k ([17], chapter 2).  Here we invoke the k-sum property placed in the beginning of this 
section, with k = 9 (which number does not increase in the algorithm).  Hence the 
worst-case time complexity of the EEGA is T = ∑ i = 1 to 9 Ti = O(n3). 
 
6. Discussion 
 
The following observation is at the base of the EEGA: if G = (V, E) is a graph and  
S ⊂ V with ∑ x ∈ S dx < │E│ then S cannot be a vertex cover of G. 
   
6.1: Comparing the EEGA with a classical maximal matching algorithm 
 
A classical algorithm (see (i) of theorem 2.2 in section 2 for the basic fact) finds a 
maximal matching M and fixes │M│ as a lower bound for β(G).  The vertex cover 
output by this matching algorithm is of size 2 │M│ since all the vertices of M are 
returned.  This output is not necessarily a minimal vertex cover.   
In contrast, the EEGA, though it might return a lower bound less than │M│, always 
returns a minimal vertex cover.  This feature ensures that the upper bound returned by 
the EEGA is at least as good as that returned by the classical maximal matching 
algorithm for any graph.  Also, in many an instance this feature ensures that the 
EEGA returns the precise β(G).   
 
6.2: Comparing the EEGA with a classical clique partition algorithm 
 
A classical clique partition algorithm (see (ii) of theroem 2.2 in section 2 for the basic 
fact) partitions the vertex set into cliques to fix a lower bound for β(G).  The vertex 
cover output by this algorithm is the union of all the non-trivial cliques in this 
partition [9].  This, like in the classic maximal matching algorithm mentioned above, 
is not necessarily minimal.  (Sometimes the output is the whole of V.)  
In contrast, the EEGA ensures that a minimal vertex cover is always returned.  So the 
upper bound returned by the EEGA is at least as good as that returned by the classical 
clique partition algorithm for any graph. 
 
 
6.3: Comparing the EEGA with greedy algorithms 
 
The EEGA has provisions (in phase 2) for deletion of vertices from existing vertex 
cover without affecting the covering property.  This is what ensures that the upper 
bound for β(G) arises from a minimal vertex cover.  In this aspect the EEGA is an 
improvement upon the existing greedy algorithms.  
 
6.4: Other merits of the EEGA 
 
(i) It runs in O(n3) time. 
(ii) For any tree, it always outputs a minimal vertex cover not containing any leaf.  In 
particular, it returns the optimal solution for any path graph.    
(iii) The initial ordering of the vertices in non-ascending order of their degrees helps 
in making a good choice of a vertex cover `candidate' set to begin phase 2.  It is from 
this set that a minimal vertex cover is constructed.  
 
6.5: Limitations of the EEGA 
 
(i) Any tie in step 4 (phase 2) is broken by choosing the first vertex on the tied list (in 
the order seen in (1b)).  This may result in the algorithm missing a better (that is, 
numerically lesser) upper bound.  
(ii) The algorithm fixes bounds but does not give any indication as to which of them is 
closer to the optimal solution.   
(iii) The EEGA does not guarantee the optimal solution except when it returns equal L 
and U. 
 
6.6: An illustration 
 
Let G = (V, E) be the graph with vertex set V = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, x, y, z}.  
Also, the adjacency list of G is:  
(i) N(a) = {b, c}; (ii) N(b) = {a, e, f, i};  (iii) N(c) = {a, d, f, g};  
(iv) N(d) = {c, j}; (v) N(e) = {b, h}; (vi) N(f) = {b, c, i, j}; 
(vii) N(g) = {c, i, j}; (viii) N(h) = {e, y}; 
(ix) N(i) = {b, f, g, h, x}; (x) N(j) = {d, f, g, x, z}; 
(xi) N(x) = {i, j, y, z}; (xii) N(y) = {h, x, z} and  (xiii) N(z) = {j, y, x}.  
Here n = │V│ = 13 and │E│ = 22.  
 
 
EEGA: Phase 1 
(1) Let A(Δi) = {x ∈ V : dx = i}.  Then V = A(Δ5) ∪ A(Δ4) ∪ A(Δ3) ∪ A(Δ2),   
      where A(Δk) ∩ A(Δp) = ϕ for k ≠ p.   
(2) Here A(Δ5) = {i, j}; A(Δ4) = {b, c, f, x}; A(Δ3) = {g, h, y, z} and  
      A(Δ2) = {a, d, e}.  
 (3) Ordering of the 13 vertices of G: i, j, b, c, f, x, g, h, y, z, a, d and e 
       (by (1b) of the EEGA). 
 (4) Their degrees are: 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2 and 2, respectively. 
       These degrees are designated d1 through d13, respectively.  
       Also, Δ = 5 and cf[│E│ / Δ] = 5. 
  
(5) From (4), the smallest positive integer L such that ∑ i = 1 to L di ≥ | E |  is L = 5.      
      (That is, 5 + 5 + 4 + 4 + 4)  
 (6) Hence β(G) ≥ 5. 
 
EEGA: Phase 2 
(7) Initial vertex cover candidate is S = {i, j, b, c, f}, the set of the first L (= 5) 
      vertices of the ordered list in (3) of phase 1.  Then V − S = {x, g, h, y, z, a, d, e}.   
(8) Entry of vertices into S (from V − S) 
      (8a) u = x is the first vertex in V − S for which du (V − S) > 0. 
      Updates: S ⟵ S ∪ {x} and V − S arrow V − S – {x}  
      Now S = {i, j, b, c, f, x} and V − S = {g, h, y, z, a, d, e} 
      (8b) u = h is the first vertex in V − S for which du(V − S) > 0. 
      Updates: S ⟵ S ∪ {h} and  V − S ⟵  V − S – {h} 
      Now S = {i, j, b, c, f, x, h} and V − S = {g, y, z, a, d, e} 
      (8c) u = y is the first vertex in V − S for which du(V − S) > 0. 
      Updates: S ⟵  S ∪ {y} and V − S ⟵  V − S – {y} 
      Now S = {i, j, b, c, f, x, h, y} and V − S = {g, z, a, d, e} 
      Here V − S is independent since du(V − S) = 0 for all u ∈ V − S. 
      So no more entry of vertices into S. 
 (9) Exit of vertices from S (to V − S) 
       (9a) u = f is the last vertex in S for which du(V − S) = 0.  
       Updates: S ⟵ S – {f} and V − S ⟵  (V − S) ∪ {f} 
       Now: S = {i, j, b, c, x, h, y} and V − S = {f, g, z, a, d, e} 
       Here S is a minimal vertex cover since du(V − S) > 0 for all u ∈ S.  
       So further vertex exit from S is not allowed.  
(10) Since S = {i, j, b, c, x, h, y} is not an independent set and G is not bipartite,  
        return U = │S│ = 7. 
 (11) Output: 5 ≤ β(G) ≤ 7. 
 
7. Concluding remarks 
 
We have presented an efficient algorithm (EEGA) that fixes a lower bound L and an 
upper bound U for the vertex cover number of a given graph.  We wish to emphasize 
that for many a graph the EEGA gives the optimal solution by returning U = L.  
We also emphasize that the EEGA is guaranteed to return a minimal vertex cover.  
This is not so with any of the earlier greedy algorithms.  
The vertices are input in non-ascending order of their degrees, beginning with one 
having the largest degree in the given graph G.  The results of section 3 show this is a 
good ordering for phase 1 of the EEGA.  But we do not, at this point, know if this 
order would work well in phase 2 for all graphs.  
Our experiments with benchmark graphs of various sizes (up to 2000 vertices) led us 
to optimal solutions for many graphs (meaning, L = U).  But for many other graphs 
the EEGA could only output U larger than L, thereby only building intervals around 
their optimum solutions.  
Since the EEGA fixes bounds on β(G) and is not (yet) an approximation algorithm for 
β(G), it can be compared only with algorithms that fix bounds, as has been done in 
subsections 6.1 through 6.3.  So we have not reported our experiments in detail.   
Further, for many graphs the EEGA returned L and U that are `close' to each other, 
meaning U − L is small compared to L. The authors are currently working more on 
the EEGA, exploring for possibilities of an additional polynomial-time phase that 
could conclusively report on the possibility of vertex covers of size smaller than U.  
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